
 

TEAM WILLING HARTS 

SUPERVISOR MEETING 6, 2 MAR 2017 

Date 2 Mar 2017 

Time 9:30am 

Venue SMU SIS Level 4 

Attendees Professor Steven Hoi, Haja Reethwan, Low Kang Li, Kim Nakyung, Quek Qiao Hui 

Agenda 1. Project Outline & Schedule 
2. Task Breakdown 
3. Demo 
4. X factor 
4. Metrics 
6. Others 

 

PROJECT OUTLINE & SCHEDULE 

Currently, the team is at iteration 11, which started from 25th February and will be ending on 8th March. The 

team has conducted both UAT and SMS functions. For this coming iteration, the team will be doing inventory 

management and forecasting module as well as the report module, which will consist of using linear regression 

to predict future inventory and generating reports based on the dashboard module.  

The professor suggested the team to combine forecasting with human decision. In other words, the human 

decision is able to overwrite the forecasting decision. The team then proceeded to consult the professor on 

how many products should the forecast be based on. Professor Steven commented that there should be a 

general pattern for all products. He commented that the team should identify the consumption pattern and 

numbers. Subsequently, the team will know the demand pattern based on estimated consumption. For 

dashboard, the team will be doing report generation for the type of services. The report generation will be 

done for the type of services and no-show appointment tentatively.  

TASK BREAKDOWN 

 

Further details of the task breakdown can be found in the excel spreadsheet below: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QuAfwmyw1OFe5EP0YxefoZVXobtCNPFSTFLc56s2jTs/edit#gid=734

036871 

DEMO 

Aside from the functionalities shown during midterms, a pop-up notification that has been added. If the total 

quantity falls below the minimum quantity set by Noel, a notification will be triggered.  

METRICS 

The schedule metrics for iteration 10 was 1.00, functions were completed without any delays. Bug count 

currently stands at 35. 

OTHERS 

Professor Steven Hoi discussed with the team several dashboard implementations that the team could cover. 

For example, from customer perspective, the team could consider top 100 high value customer, then put them 

as VIP customer. From service perspective, the team could also consider which service is contributes the most 

revenues and how should the company go about maximising profits. Other recommendations offered also 

included which service take longer (this is cost-saving method), or treating the customer service as transaction, 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QuAfwmyw1OFe5EP0YxefoZVXobtCNPFSTFLc56s2jTs/edit#gid=734036871
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QuAfwmyw1OFe5EP0YxefoZVXobtCNPFSTFLc56s2jTs/edit#gid=734036871


what is the most frequent dual transaction service performed on another customer. (i.e. if this customer does 

a particular haircut, what is the other most likely service he would request) This would also be applicable in the 

case of purchasing inventory. For example, if the customer buy this thing, he/she probably want to purchase 

another thing and therefore, Noel would be able to sell them as a package to improve sales.  

The meeting adjourned at 10.30am. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments 

reported in the next three days. 
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